St Martin’s C of E Primary and Nursery
School Learning Narrative - Reception
Spring 2020
Key Question/Mystery
Daisy the Cow/Piggy have had a lovely christmas on the farm and they
found a friend. The only problem is their friend is sad because she’s
lost her family and can’t find them on the farm. Can we help?
Their friend is a cygnet so children will explore which animals look like their young and which ones
look different. This will enable them to help Daisy’s/Piggy’s friend.

Hooks for Learning

(experiences which excite, motivate and hook the children into the learning to come)
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Motivation

Thinking/Learning

Designing and making a healthy sandwich
Using IT (Yellow Bugs) to maneuver around the farm
How to rescue the farm animals trapped in the ice! Awe and Wonder - SD
Sharing pictures of the children as babies - how have we changed? What was it like when
we were born? Helping the children to grow self knowledge and self esteem - SD
A visit from Farmer Giles - what we can take from the ground, cook and eat to keep
ourselves healthy - Turn taking and sharing - BV
Thunks - celebrating how we all think differently, sharing thoughts and opinions - BV
Helping our caterpillars to turn into butterflies - SD
Voting for our class story - building up our Poetry basket (Children having 5 rich language
experiences throughout the day) - BV
Forest School - learning about the changing seasons as we move from winter to spring.
Celebrating God’s World - How things grow and change - OL Helping children to develop
a sense of Awe, wonder and mystery - SD
How can we stop our Easter Eggs from melting

KEY
OL - Opportunities for Outdoor Learning
BV - Opportunities for Promoting British Values
SD - Opportunities for Promoting Spiritual Development
Opportunities for Writing
- Linking with awe and wonder/discovery - How to make the ice melt faster?
- Cafe - making our own sandwiches for our friends

Reflection on Learning
Engagement

Motivation

Thinking/Learning

Next Steps or Missed Opportunities

